Much of the literature shows that Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) are a good approach for generating periodic motions for legged robots. In most of the presented works the numerous CPG parameters are set by automatic techniques like genetic algorithms. This gives the user little control over the resulting motions, since all of the desired features of the motion must be encoded by a fitness/score function. In this paper we present the idea of setting the CPG parameters by interaction with the user, in particular by using tactile interaction. Key elements of the system are a CPG network, a touch protocol and a self-collision prevention system. In this paper we present a practical implementation of each element that confirms the feasibility of the method.
Introduction
Many of the rhythmic movements of animals are controlled by central pattern generators (CPGs), i.e. by parts of the nervous system that produce rhythmic activity even in the absence of sensory input. In some cases one of the neurons (called a pace-maker) oscillates on its own, and the other cells oscillate because of the synaptic interactions. In other cases a network of neurons can contain only neurons that do not oscillate on their own but that oscillate when they interact. Living beings and robots have very different physical properties, for instance, while the former are powered by elastic pairs of antagonistic muscles, the latter usually consists of chains of rigid links and joints. However, systems similar to animal CPGs, often realized as weakly coupled oscillators, have been proposed for the control of many kinds of robots, such as hexapods [1] , quadrupeds [2, 3] , bipeds [4] [5] [6] [7] , snake robots [8] , etc. CPGs offer several advantages in terms of simplicity and the ease with which sensory feedback can be introduces [9] as well as in the adaptability and robustness [10] of the system. As reported in [10] the determination of CPG parameters is still difficult because they depend both on the robot and on the environment.
Several methods such as genetic algorithms [11] , policy gradient [12] or reinforcement learning [10] have been proposed to automatically set the CPG parameters. Although there are several advantages to these methods, this gives the user little control over the resulting motions, in fact the programmer must express the quality of the motion in terms of a fitness function. For instance, when developing walking motions for humanoid robots the speed can be easily calculated and used for the determination of the quality of the motion, but other characteristics, such as the similarity with human movements of the walking pattern cannot be easily expressed by a mathematical function. In fact, much of the motions for humanoid robots are still developed manually [13, 14] .
The idea presented in the paper is to combine the use of a CPG with user motion development. Expressly, the motion pattern will be generated by a CPG, whose parameters are set by interaction with the user. Several kinds of human-robot interactions could be used; speech recognition with commands like "move the leg faster" or "raise the knee more" could be employed but this would require much user effort in learning the terms and grammar structures understood by the robot [15] . Learning by watching [16] could also be used, but in this case the complexity of the system would need to be greatly increased. We therefore used tactile interaction, a very powerful method for direct human-robot communication [17] .
Using tactile interaction the user is able to directly touch the part whose movement should be modified. We suppose this leads to a very low mental effort. In fact pushing a link in the direction along which its motion should be modified appears to be much more intuitive than considering, for each desired modification, which is the joint along the kinematic chain that is responsible for the movement in that direction. This would be required, for instance, if the CPG parameters were to be set by console or by an interface where the values of the various parameters are changed by sliders. A touch protocol must be defined since with touch the users must be able to express different things, for instance they may need to change the velocity or the range of each joint motion. Fig. 1 . Basic concept presented in this paper. The motors are controlled by the output of a CPG network, filtered by a system that prevents self collisions of the robot. The user interacts with the robot to modify the CPG parameters and therefore the robot's movement.
Using this touch protocol the user can modify the parameters of the CPG, and therefore the motion, until the movement is considered satisfactory. In many cases the motions obtained during the development process could cause self-collision of the robot. While this could be acceptable in simulation, this should be avoided when using a real robot, especially when this is equipped with servomotors (as for small humanoids robots).
We will present the single elements of the developed system in detail in the following sections (see Figure 1 for a conceptual schema). Section 2 will illustrate the CPG, the touch protocol will be explained in section 3 and the self-collision prevention system will be described in section 4. Section 5 will report an example of the usage of the developed system in the realization of three motions for a humanoid robot. Section 6 will conclude by presenting future works.
CPG Network
Many alternatives are available in the choice of the type of the kind of oscillator/neurons employed for the realization of the CPG, for instance sinusoidal [5] , Hopf or adaptive frequency Hopf oscillator [6] , Rayleigh [7] , Van Der Pol [18] , FitzHugh-Nagumo [3] , Hopfield [19] , Hopfield with synaptic depression [20] or Matsuoka's [21] .
Among all the possible structures for the connection between the oscillators we can notice that essentially five structures are present in the literature:
(1) chain [22, 9, 23, 24] , used mainly for snake robots (2) star [25, 26, 5, 27, 28] , that is a "pacemaker"/ "clock" oscillator which provides a synchronizing signal to the other oscillators (3) tree [29] [30] [31] , where essentially the oscillators are connected as a tree, from proximal to distal joints (4) connection between homologous joints [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , i.e. joints with a similar function (5) full connection between the oscillators [41] [42] [43] Our purpose is to let the user modify the behavior of the robot by changing (through touching) the oscillator parameters. We therefore need to have predictable changes in the behavior of the oscillators (i.e. the movement of the robot) consequent to a change in the parameters. For this reason we decided to employ a very easily controllable oscillator network, namely Hopf oscillators connected in a star shape. Expressly each of the n degrees of freedom of the robot is controlled by one oscillator and a further "clock" oscillator provides a reference signals for these oscillators. Let us identify by C 0 the reference oscillator and by C j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n the oscillators controlling the robot joints, Using the complex number representation for the Hopf oscillator [44] we have for the j-th oscillator, 0 ≤ j ≤ ṅ
where
• z j ∈ C is the state of the oscillator • m j ∈ R is the control signal for the actuator • γ is a coefficient for the speed of recovery after perturbation [6] • µ j ∈ R, µ j ≥ 0 controls the amplitude of the oscillation • ω j ∈ R, ω j ≥ 0 controls the oscillation frequency • F j (t) is an external perturbation signal • o j is an offset value used to set the position around which the joint oscillates
We decided to restrict the motion set to only include periodic motions, therefore to ensure rational ratios between the frequencies of oscillation of each pair of joints we set
In the current implementation we do not use any feedback signal, so F 0 (t) is zero (the main clock is not influenced by anything, but in further implementation we plan to introduce a signal from the gyroscope)
that is F j (t) consists essentially in the perturbation from the clock oscillator that permits synchronization of the system. The reference signal z 0 is elevated to the power p j so the frequencies of the oscillator and of the perturbation are close. Due to the similarity of the frequencies the synchronization is achieved more easily and the phase between the j-th oscillator and the reference one is predictable [45] . The term e iφ j allows to alter the phase difference between the oscillators and w is a coupling coefficient between C 0 and the other oscillators. In the current implementation µ 0 = 1,w = 0.1 and γ = 1000.
Touch Protocol
As stated in the introduction a protocol mapping touches on the robot sensors to parameter changes must be defined. Suppose for simplicity that each link of the robot is a parallelepiped and that each face constitutes a touch sensor. We need to convert a series of touches on the sensors to CPG parameter changes. Since this work aims exclusively at validating the feasibility of the approach, we decided to simplify the system as much as possible and opted for a static mapping between the user actions and the parameter changes. Analysis of adaptable systems that better fit the user will be conducted in future works. From Equations 1 and 2 it is possible to see that for each joint we can control
• the amplitude of the oscillation of each joint, by µ j • the frequency of the movement of each joint, by p j • the phase of the movement, with respect to the main oscillator, through the parameter φ j • the zero position (offset) around which the joint moves, by o j and by changing ω 0 we can change the global speed of the movement. We adopted, nearly arbitrarily, the protocol described in the following.
When the user pushes a sensor s as a first step we calculate the most distal joint, along the kinematic chain, that causes a movement of the sensor center in the direction perpendicular to the sensor surface. Intuitively we change the parameters of the oscillator controlling the most distal joint that would move if the joints were not powered and we would push sensor s. More formally suppose the robot's main body (in the case of a humanoid robot, the torso) is fixed in space, and denote by d j the vector representing the derivative of the position in the space of the center of the pushed sensor when the j − th joint is rotated. Identify by n s the vector perpendicular to the pushed sensor surface. Denote by j 1 , j 2 , ...j q the indices of the q joints that connect the robot's main body to the link where the sensor is located, in order from the most distal to the (a) (b) Fig. 2 . Example of the determination of the joint whose parameters should be modified when a sensor is pressed. In the first case the parameters of joint j 1 are modified, in the second case, since the ρ 1 =< n s , d j 1 > is zero j 2 is selected.
most proximal (see Fig. 2 ; we identify the joint j s such that ρ s =< n s , d js > = 0 and < n s , d j k >= 0 for s < k ≤ q. If this joint doesn't exist we simply ignore the sensor pressure (unless it is on the main body, as will be specified later).
Once we have determined j s , i.e. the joint whose parameters should be modified we identify which of the parameters should be modified. For simplicity and robustness of the system we consider the touch sensors as binary and chose the parameter to be modified depending on the pressure pattern over time. In particular we change the offset if the user keeps pushing for a very long time, the amplitude if the pressure lasts a shorter time, the phase if the user operator taps one time and the frequency if two taps are provided (see Fig. 3 ).
More formally once j s is determined the phase of joint j s (∠z js ) is used as a time reference. In particular the pushing time τ js is expressed in terms of difference of phase between the release time and the pushing time, counting for the phase resettings (i.e. the difference is positive, monotonically increasing and can be larger than 2π). We distinguish the following cases:
• If the user pushes for a very long time, τ js > Θ O the offset parameter is changed according to the applied force, i.e. o js,new = o js,old + sgn(ρ js )∆ O , where sgn is the sign function.
• If Θ A < τ js ≤ Θ O the amplitude parameter is updated by the value sgn((ρ js * m js )∆ A where m js is the value of the output at the pushing time.
• If the user pushes for a time τ js ≤ Θ A , releases the sensor and doesn't push it for a time Θ P then the phase parameter φ js is updated such that in the following cycles the closest maximum of oscillation occurs at the pushing time, i.e. the quantity −∠(m js * z js ) is added to φ js , where z js and m js are considered at the pushing time. • If the user pushes for a time τ js ≤ Θ A , releases the sensor and before a phase change of Θ P pushes the sensor again then p js is incremented or decremented respectively if this second pushing time τ js,2 is greater or lower than Θ A .
• Similarly, if the user pushes the robot main body for a time ∆φ 0 ≤ Θ A releases the sensor and before a phase change of Θ P pushes the sensor again then ω 0 is increased or decreased by the quantity ∆ ω 0 respectively if the second pushing time is greater or lower than Θ A .
In our implementation all the ∆ and Θ values are constants, expressly Θ O = π,
, ∆ ω 0 = 1.
We should note that the user applies forces that interfere with the robot's motion, however this are ignored since we imagine that the user touches the robot while this is moving, waits that the movement stabilizes after the parameter change and then decides the next modification.
Self Collision Prevention System
As done in [46] we introduced a system to avoid self collisions. The collision prevention system models each robot link by a set of containing parallelepipeds. A list of couples of parallelepipeds that cannot collide (for instance, two links directly connected by a joint) and for which the computation is skipped is also maintained. For each joint a list of parallelepipeds that are moved (considering the main body fixed) when the joint rotates is also precomputed, so collision detection after the rotation of a single joint can be performed ignoring most of the collision checks. The systems memorizes the current motor positions as an n-dimensional vector Y current and given a vector Y target representing the desired motors position (the outputs o j of the oscillators) calculates what is the maximum rotation of each joint toward Y target such that there's no collision between the parallelepipeds. More precisely for each joint, in a specified order (the joint ID in the current implementation, see Fig. 4(a) ), the system calculates the maximum rotation from the current angle to the target angle, with steps of 3 degrees, that doesn't cause any collision between the links moved by the rotation and the others. The position obtained in this way is sent to the motors and stored in Y current . As most of the movements are periodic, collision detection computation is further reduced employing a direct mapped cache: the address is the position of each motor, discretized with granularity of one degree and the content is whether the configuration causes self collisions or no. The mapping function between addresses and cache index is the hash function
where Y i is the position of the i-th joint, ̺ i is the i-th prime number, S is the cache size and mod is the modulo function (in the current implementation n = 22 and S = 27077).
Experiment
As stated in the introduction to validate the feasibility of the approach we developed three motions for a humanoid robot. This was done using a simulator (see [47] for the details) of Vstone's Vision4G. Figure 4 (a) reports a schema of its degrees of freedom as well as a photo of the real hardware.
Using a simulator allows us to simplify the discrimination of touches by the user and the pressures due to the gravity, which we need to ignore. In this case mouse clicks were used to simulate pressure applied to the sensors. Starting with µ j = o j = φ j = 0 and p j = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n a crawling motion was developed by a single user in 56 minutes. The user employed 57 amplitude changes, 39 phase changes, 22 offset changes and 2 frequency changes to obtain a satisfactory movement. Figure 9 reports the position sent to three of the joints during the motion development. We can notice the effect of the collision prevention system on joint 7 and the effect of an amplitude parameter change due to user input on joint 5. A side-step movement was then developed in 29 minutes, using 31 amplitude changes, 4 frequency changes, 18 phase changes and 56 offset changes. Finally the CPG parameters were set to make the robot walk in 34 minutes. This required 60 amplitude changes, 15 frequency changes, 28 phase changes and 132 offset changes. For comparison, Fig. 8 reports a crawling movement obtained with a genertic algorithm (population size 20, 60 generations, real value encoding, roulette wheel selection, mutation probability 1). We can see that the algorithm finds a shape for the legs that minimizes the friction with the ground, and uses the head as a support point to proceed forward by large arm movements. While this solution can lead to a good speed, it definitely looks awkward to humans. A difference in the smoothness of the two motions can be deduced quantitatively observing the roll and pitch in the two cases (see Fig 10) . The ranges of variation for the roll and the pitch of the robot are 15.4 and 14.5 degrees respectively for the motion obtained by direct interaction with the CPG and 34.7 and 23.9 for the motion optimized by the genetic algorithm. Step 
Conclusions and Future works
In this paper tactile interaction was proposed as a way to set the numerous parameters of a CPG network. The main components of the practical implementation were described and as a validation a crawling motion, a side stepping motion and a walking gait were developed from scratch using the proposed approach. We stress that purpose of the experiment is not to achieve the fastest locomotion speed which is possible but to achieve a motion satisfactory for the user (in terms, for instance, of similarity to human movements).
Obviously the motions obtained with this approach could be used as initial solutions to be optimized with classical automatic methods. Future work will involve the discrimination between user touches, self touches and pressures due the environment, a problem here avoided employing a simulator but that must be tackled to employ the proposed approach directly with a real robot. The actual implementation does not include feedback from the sensors or the gyroscope. Since we can expect entrainment with the environment and therefore a better stability and motion variation, future research will aim at including feedback without reducing the approach generality. Furthermore since the trajectories generated by Hopf oscillators are essentially sinusoidal, to broaden the possible movement repertories (for example, keeping the stance leg still while walking) other types of easily predictable oscillators will be considered. 9 . Evolution of the command signal sent to three of the joints during the motion development. The effect of the self-collision prevention system can be seen for joint 7, while a smooth modification of the oscillation due to a parameter change is easily observable for joint 5. 
